
By Victor Thorn

W
ithin aweek of the 9-11 attacks—at a timewhen
questioning the government’s official version of
events was already considered almost seditious,
AFP had already begun informing its readers

that the Osama bin Laden-19 Arab hijackers story had more
holes in it than a block of Swiss cheese.
Considering the intense shock to our nation, these were

dangerous times to oppose the neo-con led administration. In
the aftermath of this catastrophe, President George W. Bush
upped the ante by threatening Americans with the conse-
quences of exhibiting any “unpatriotic” tendencies. “You’re
either with us, or you’re with the terrorists,” he sneered in
what would become his style of cowboy diplomacy.
Bush’s intentions were clear: If you dare investigate these

obviously suspicious crimes, we’ll marginalize you and brand
you an enemy of the state. Later, realizing that their house of
cards could come crashing down, Bush addressed the UN
with this warning: “Let us never tolerate outrageous conspir-

acy theories concerning the attacks of Sept. 11.”
Still, in AFP’s issue no. 5, dated Sept. 24, 2001, Michael

Collins Piper threw down the gauntlet by reminding sub-
scribers of direct Mossad links to the first WTC bombing, in
1993.The followingweek,AFP asked about Israeli foreknowl-
edge of these horrific strikes in NewYork and D.C.
Subsequent issues contained articles on the WTC con-

trolled demolitions, fake cell phone calls, the military’s in-
comprehensible stand-down, gangs of celebrating Israelis,
pools of molten steel beneath Ground Zero, Osama bin
Laden’s doubles and interviews with survivor William Ro-
driguez and 9-11 widow EllenMariani.AFP also published a
special report entitled 50 Unanswered QuestionsAbout 9-11,
plus books such as Debunking 9-11 and Phantom Flight 93.
Without doubt, no event in the past decade has had such an

impact on our lives as 9-11, not to mention the tentacles that
have sprung from it, including the PatriotAct, Homeland Se-
curity, TSA inspections, two atrocious foreign wars, color-
coded terror alerts and astronomical spending.
From day one,AFP courageously stood at the forefront of

what would become known as the 9-11 truth movement.With-
out AFP’s contributions, it’s likely that another similar attack
would have already been leveled against the U.S. by now.
This special edition—containing much new information

—is our tribute to those who died on 9-11, their families and
all those who seek the truth about Sept. 11, 2001.
See page 2 to find out how to distribute extra copies. �
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By Victor Thorn

T
en years ago, on the brilliantly
sunny morning of Sept. 11,
2001, mass murderers un-
leashed acts of terror that would

kill nearly 3,000 innocent citizens. As
Americans watched these horrors unfold
on their television sets, they were sub-
jected to images that would traumatize
them and transform our nation.
As sirens wailed, fires burned, people

screamed and television newsmen riddled
their viewers with alarm, those who or-
chestrated this event reveled in the para-
noia and carnage.
As blame for these attacks was quickly

placed on Osama bin Laden and 19 Mus-
lim skyjackers wielding box cutters, the
actual plotters—pro-Israeli exterminators
and their neo-con political sycophants—
peered from the shadows as horrified
jumpers leapt to their deaths from the
World Trade Center towers.
Shortly thereafter, the 110-story twin

towers and a third skyscraper—Building
7—were swallowed directly into the earth.
“Ground Zero” was born.

The monstrous people responsible for
these crimes against humanity desecrated
our security. Certainly 9-11 was an inside
job, but it was also an outside job as well.
The same people who assaulted USS Lib-
erty, killing 34 Americans and wounding
174, in 1967 now unleashed without a
trace of conscience their bloodlust on
America’s own homeland.
On that fateful morning, pandemonium

ran rampant through every neighborhood.
People wondered—and rightly so—if
WorldWar III had begun.After the Penta-
gon, our military’s nerve center, was pur-
portedly rendered ineffective against the
onslaught, what target would be next?
Americans sat transfixed on images on

their TVs, frozen with fright. At this mo-
ment, brainwashing and trauma program-
ming reached new heights of effectiveness.
Sirens, flames, controlled demolitions,

masses of toxic smoke and terror alerts
were on every channel along with mount-
ing death counts. The world had changed,
and it would never be the same.
The 9-11 architects created this Pearl

Harbor grand illusion to lay a foundation
for even more crimes, such as the wars in

Afghanistan and Iraq, where killing-field
corpses would be stacked by the tens of
thousands and poppies would grow again.
It was 10 years ago that this “Made in

Israel” false-flag attack stole Americans’
lives and savaged our country. They are
destroyers, and we will never forget what
they’ve done to us. �
——

Victor Thorn is a hard-hitting researcher, journalist and the
author of many books on 9-11 and the NewWorld Order.These in-
clude 9-11 Evil: The Israeli Role in 9-11 and Phantom Flight 93
and Other Sept. 11 Mysteries Explored. He was the co-founder of
theWINGTV Network.

Special 9-11-2011 Edition
This week’s edition is our 9-11 10-year

anniversary theme issue, which is dedi-
cated to providing the latest uncensored
news on the attacks that struck the United
States back on Sept. 11, 2001.
Even a decade later, who in the United

States could forget that day? It was one of
those historic times where people vividly
remember where they were and what they
were doing when they first received the
news. At AFP’s office in the nation’s cap-
ital, we certainly could not forget. Less
than a month before, our founding editors,
journalists and staffers had just started up
AMERICAN FREE PRESS after The Spotlight
had been forced to close its doors forever.
And right from the start, we questioned

the official story that 19 Arabs had hi-
jacked jetliners and crashed them into the
WorldTrade Center and the Pentagon. But
sadly, as time went on, it became evident
to us that the overwhelming majority of
Americans bought the federal govern-
ment’s conspiracy theory and embraced
more wars and debt and less freedom.
Ten years later, however, as the raw

emotions have begun to heal, more and
more people have figured out that some-
thing is not right about that old bogus tale
of 9-11. And with that in mind, we made
the decision to press hard to counter the
spin that has been peddled for the past
decade by the government and the media.
Our assignment editor, Victor Thorn,

deserves the credit for what you’ll see in-
side. A prolific author and journalist,
Thorn is well known to AFP readers for
trying to find out what really happened on
that day and who was behind it. On page
12, we are also featuring Thorn’s latest
book,Made in Israel: 9-11 and the Jewish
Plot Against America, for the simple rea-
son that, the more one examines Sept. 11,
the more one is left with the undeniable
conclusion that the Israelis must have been
involved. This work follows on the heels
of Thorn’s previous books exploring vari-
ous aspects of the issue in detail. These in-
clude Phantom Flight 93, which looks at
all of the anomalies surrounding the crash
of UnitedAirlines Flight 93 in rural Penn-
sylvania, as well as the self-explanatory
9-11 Evil: Israel’s Central Role in the Sep-
tember 11, 2001 Terrorist Attacks.
On a final note, we would like to offer

our sincerest thanks to our supporters and
our advertisers, who over the years refused
to buckle to outside pressure and have
stood by us despite everything. Nobody
ever said being on the side of the angels
was going to be easy. This 10-year an-
niversary of 9-11 is our anniversary, too.
So, from the bottom of our heart, we say,
thank you for everything you have done to
get us where we are today.

—CHRISTOPHER J. PETHERICK
Executive Editor

PERSONAL FROM THE EDITOR Sept. 11, 2001: A Day of Evil
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edition of AFP, is shown above roasting Jim
Tucker in Washington, D.C. earlier this year.



ADVERTISEMENT

By Victor Thorn

H
assomebody actually located the spot where
Flight 93—or a plane purported to be Flight
93—crashed near Shanksville, Pa. on Sept.
11, 2001? On Aug. 10, AFP’s Washington,

D.C. office received a phone call from a woman in Cam-
bria County, Pa. whowill only be identified in this article
as “Nicole.”
That same afternoon, Nicole told

this writer: “Tomy knowledge, a plane
went down near Imgrund Mountain
Road off of New Baltimore Road. It’s
so isolated and rocky along that hill-
side that it’d be an ideal place for a
plane to be hidden.”
Nicole’s revelations coincide with

information provided in Phantom
Flight 93,* especially a crucial live
telecast filed by CNN’s Brian Cabell on Sept. 11. He re-
ported that a second debris field had been cordoned off
approximately six miles from Shanksville. Obviously,
plane crashes don’t cause wreckage to mysteriously fly
six miles through the air.
Nicole agreed and felt suspicious of the official story

from day one.
“I could tell right away that there was something fishy

about it,” she said. “I knew a plane couldn’t have gone in
there [the 20-foot Shanksville crater] from the pictures I
saw on TV. It was such a farce.”
She continued: “The main road off Route 30 leading

into New Baltimore was cordoned off for weeks after-
ward. Nobody could drive down it unless they lived
there. Everyone was told to shut up and not to say any-
thing to anyone.”
As to the plane’s possible removal, Nicole added,

“Since New Baltimore is so isolated
and had been cordoned off, I feel they
must have combed that wooded area
for weeks, and then taken the wreck-
age out at night along Route 30.”
Even the official Shanksville crater

site went into almost immediate lock-
down. “There were guards around the
perimeter,” Nicole said. “Nobody
could have possibly gotten in. They

had a lot of manpower surrounding it.”
To rationalize the lack of luggage, engines, wings,

fuselage, passengers, seats etc., online writer Michael
Fortner spewed some incredible disinformation that
compared the supposed impact of Flight 93—filled with
mere jet fuel—to that of an atomic bomb. Even though
the airliner in question was last seen only feet above the
treetops, Fortner concluded, “The blast destroyed the

plane and vaporized the passengers.”
Eyewitness Eric Peterson of nearby Lambertsville

verified the aircraft’s horizontal course not far above
their heads. “It was low enough, you could probably
count the rivets,” he said.
Nicole concurred that the plane’s low trajectory pro-

hibited it from having enough force to create a nuclear-
style blast. “It was so low to the ground, it didn’t
nosedive, but slid on its underbelly when hitting the
mountain,” she said. “Everything else is a charade.”
Nicole hasn’t spoken with other media outlets about

these matters until her first-ever interview with AMERI-
CAN FREE PRESS.
“Anyone that questions the Shanksville story is con-

sidered an outsider around here,” she said. “The locals
look down on anyone that speaks out because they see all
the tourist dollars coming into our area.We got rewarded
with an addition to our fire department and new fire en-
gines. So, the townspeople feel important now that thou-
sands of travelers are coming here. Even President
Obama is visiting on Sept. 11.We’ve become very pop-
ular, but the whole thing is based on a lie, and it makes
me disgusted.” �

——
* Flight 93 and OtherAstounding Sept. 11Mysteries Explored (softcover,

200 pages, $20 plus $3 S&H) fromAFP, 645 PennsylvaniaAvenue SE, #100,
Washington, D.C. 20003. Call 1-888-699-6397 toll free to charge.
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“We’ve become very
popular, but the

whole thing is based
on a lie, and it makes

me disgusted.”



By Victor Thorn

W
hile discussing his latest book 63 Docu-
ments the Government Doesn’t Want You
to Read,* JesseVentura told this writer on
June 14, “In 1962 the Joint Chiefs of Staff

advocated that the U.S. military attack our own country
in a false-flag terrorist strike, then blame it on Cuba.The
plan was called Operation Northwoods, and it doesn’t
get any worse than that.”
Ventura was correct. In Body of Se-

crets, author and National Security
Agency (NSA) authority James Bam-
ford called this operation “the most
corrupt plan ever created by the U.S.
government.”
In this light, the former Minnesota

governor continued: “If you read these
documents, you’ll see how the Penta-
gon gave to President Kennedy the option—using the
CIA and our military—to attack American cities using
airliners. It was all conceived to support an invasion of
Cuba.The people behind Operation Northwoods wanted
to kill American citizens as a way of carrying out their
political agenda. To me, that’s treason.”
He concluded, “Operation Northwoods was on the

table, but fortunately JFK didn’t follow through with it.”

And for good reason. In the classifiedMarch 13, 1962
document, Gen. Lyman Lemnitzer, chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, suggested, “We could blow up a U.S. ship
in Guantanamo Bay and blame Cuba.”
More ominously, other ideas included hijacking at-

tempts, burning jet fighters onmilitary bases or bombing
ammunition depots.
Obviously, the similarities to 9-11 are haunting, the

only difference being that instead of blaming Cuba,
Osama bin Laden and 19Muslim sky-
jackers were the patsies, all used to
garner support forAmerican invasions
of Afghanistan and Iraq.
To reinforce how willing certain

sectors of the U.S. government were,
Ventura cited Orlando Bosch, a
known international terrorist who, it
is alleged, was in the employ of the
United States.

“[Bosch] was a CIA operative that was involved in
blowing up Cuban ships, assassination attempts on Fidel
Castro and the eradication of sugar fields,” saidVentura.
With direct evidence now available to gauge what the

madmen in our government are capable of, Ventura
writes in 63 Documents about Operation Northwoods:
“You could think of it as establishing a precedent for

the future. If something like this were on the table in

1962, wouldn’t it have likewise been in 2001? What
Northwoods had on the drawing board, I believe, 9-11
was. It seems that all through history, wars and takeovers
are started with false-flag operations. History has a way
of repeating itself, like that old cliché: If it works once,
let’s try it again.” �
——

* 63 Documents the Government Doesn’t Want You to Read (softcover,
288 pages, #63, $27 plus $3 S&H; just $24.30 for members of theAFP READ-
ERSHIP COUNCIL plus $3 S&H) fromAFP, 645 PennsylvaniaAvenue SE, #100,
Washington, D.C. 20003. Call 1-888-699-6397 toll free to charge.

Jesse Ventura Cites CIA Files
To Support Sept. 11 Theories
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By Pat Shannan

“O
fall the conspiracy theories I’ve ever
heard, the U.S. government’s official
story of what happened on 9-11 is the
absolute worst one of all,” says best-

selling author Jim Marrs of Texas.
Marrs’sCrossfire remains one of the most informative

books on the JFK assassination and cover-up and is a
touchstone for those seeking conspiracy facts rather than
theory. In 2004, he released Inside Job: Unmasking the
9-11 Conspiracies, while his latest book on this same
subject is The Terror Conspiracy Revisited.
“Wewere told that 19Muslim terrorist fanatics some-

how bypassed our $40 billion defense system, hijacked
four planes simultaneously and caused all their transpon-
ders to shut down at the same time. These planes were
then lost from both FAA and NORAD radar—not to
mention satellite radar—before making their way to
NewYork and crashing into theWorldTrade Center tow-
ers, then the Pentagon and the countryside in Pennsyl-
vania. Moreover, a billionaire Muslim cleric hiding in a
cave in Afghanistan with a computer supposedly mas-
terminded it. Americans will believe anything.”

Marrs also toldAFP that some of the oldest informa-
tion of all is still “new” because it’s gone unreported.
“Salem bin Laden was partnering in the oil business

with the Bush family as far back as 1977,” Marrs said.
“This was long before his younger brother Osama tied in
to the Carlyle Investment Group with young George and
Dick Cheney. Is this why some 40 members of the bin
Laden family were allowed to fly out of America a day
after every other flight had been grounded?”
Marrs added: “The Pentagon is one of the most pro-

tected buildings in the world. It even has automated anti-
aircraft batteries that are triggered by any unfriendly
aircraft transponder. No plane can fly into it. How could
the alleged hijackers coordinate their timing with the 9-
11 war games? There is only one answer: This was an
inside job; they had inside information.”
“The 9-11 war games” refers to the five war games

and terror drills that were being conducted by the U.S.
military, including one “live air” exercise using planes.
(See related story on page 21.) �

——
Pat Shannan is a contributing editor forAFP. He is also the author of several videos

and books including One in a Million: An IRS Travesty, I RodeWith Tupper and Every-
thingThey EverToldMeWas a Lie.All are available from FIRSTAMENDMENT BOOKS . Call
1-888-699-NEWS toll free to charge.

AFP Interviews Famed Researcher About 9-11

“History has a way
of repeating itself,
like that old cliché:
If it works once,
let’s try it again.”

JESSE VENTURA

False flag operations nothing new for U.S.

JIM MARRS
Federal 9-11 story the worst conspiracy theory of them all.
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By Keith Johnson

E
arlier this year, a coin dealership ran a televi-
sion ad for a 10th-anniversary 9-11 commem-
orative coin that was allegedly “clad in .999
pure silver actually recovered from vaults be-

neath the ashes of Ground Zero.” That commercial pro-
voked retired New York Police Department Capt. Tom
DePrisco to tell The NewYork Daily News in late January,
“That’s pure [expletive deleted].”
In the aftermath of the devastating attacks on 9-11,

DePrisco was assigned to the Office of EmergencyMan-
agement to assist in recovering pre-
cious metals buried in a two-story
vault beneath the rubble ofTrade Cen-
ter (WTC) Building 4 and transfer it to
another vault at the Brooklyn Naval
YardWorld.
He said the operation began on Oct.

16, 2001 and lasted for two days. De-
Prisco reminisces about the moment
he walked into the vault. He said, “It
was like a scene out of [the James Bondmovie]Goldfin-
ger . . . endless neat stacks of gold, silver and platinum
bars—a half-billion dollars worth.”
According to the Daily News article, “We never re-

covered any other precious metals,” said DePrisco. “So
it boils my blood that anyone would sell a fake coin
claiming to be made with silver recovered from Ground
Zero.”
The Daily News has since contacted the dealer of

these coins, who responded by saying that they were in
fact authentic. The company said they have a complete
chain of custody for the merchandise and claim to have
bought these items from a company that purchased them

from a bank “storing silver bars, coins etc. in its vaults
under theWTC.”
The fate of nearly $1 billion worth of gold, silver and

other precious metals stored beneath the WTC before
9-11 continues to baffle many.
To this day, only $230 million has officially been ac-

counted for.All of that was retrieved from the previously
mentioned, two-level, 6,000-square-foot vault main-
tained by the Bank of Nova Scotia. They reportedly lost
$200 million in gold as a result of the attacks. However,
other estimates suggest there was an additional $750mil-
lion worth of precious metals that may have been stored

in other vaults or hurriedly evacuated
from the Nova Scotia vault before the
skyscrapers came down.
According to a Nov. 1, 2001 article

in The London Times: “The Comex
metals trading division of the New
YorkMercantile Exchange kept 3,800
gold bars—weighing 12 tons and
worth more than $100 million—in
vaults in the building’s [apparently

Building 5—Ed.] basement. Comex also held almost
800,000 ounces of gold there on behalf of others with a
value of about $220 million. It also held more than 102
million ounces of silver, worth [an estimated] $430 mil-
lion.”
The Times piece also reported that some of the recov-

ered gold may have been found outside this vault. “The
gold, which was discovered . . . was being transported
through the basement of the building on the morning of
Sept. 11,” reads the article. “Recovery workers reached
a service tunnel and discovered a 10-wheel [truck] and a
number of cars [that] had been crushed by falling steel.”
Another article appearing in The New York Daily

News around that same time corroborates this story:
“Sources said the gold was found in a delivery tunnel
under 5World Trade Center.”
If these accounts are true, they strongly conflict with

the official story, which alleges that all the recovered
metals were found inside the Bank of Nova Scotia vault
underWTC 4. This has led some to speculate that insid-
ers with short-term advanced knowledge of the attacks
made a frantic effort to transfer the treasures by truck to
a safe, undisclosed location.
Was the uncovered 10-wheel truck the last in a fleet of

gold-laden rigs with an armed security escort? Did per-
sonnel decide to abandon these vehicles and flee on foot
as they heard the structure above them giving way?An-
swers to these questions may never be fully addressed so
long as the federal government refuses to revisit the 9-11
tragedy with an adequate investigation.
Meanwhile, some insist the official story is an un-

abashed lie and that another reason behind the 9-11 at-
tacks was to pull off the biggest gold heist in history. One
of the more outrageous claims along this vein comes
from former mob boss Tony Gambino, who declared in
a 2007 radio interview: “I know for a fact that Bush [and
other] U.S. government leaders had prior knowledge and
helped organize 9-11. They did it for many obvious rea-
sons, one being to instigate a war in Iraq. But they also
did it to get their hands on all the gold that was hidden
below the [WTC].”
Gambino claims that his grandfather’s construction

company built the WTC and installed underground
vaults to warehouse vast quantities of gold, where it was
later stolen on 9-11. �
——

Keith Johnson is an independent journalist and the editor of “Revolt of the Plebs,”
an alternative news website that can be found at RevoltofthePlebs.com.

HowMuchGoldWasUnderWTCComplex?

“The gold . . . was
being transported

through the basement
of the building on the
morning of Sept. 11.”

A New York firefighter walks through undamaged gold vault holding hundreds of millions of dollars’ worth of gold
bars. The vault evidently withstood the demolition of the World Trade Center. According to the website
www.presscore.ca, firefighters were ordered out after this picture was taken.

A photo of World Trade Center 5 before Sept. 11, 2001.
Note the standing WTC towers 1 and 2 in the background.
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By Victor Thorn

C
raig Ranke considers himself and the Citizen
Investigation Team to be public enemy No. 1
with some in the mainstream 9-11 truth move-
ment, especially after the release of their Pen-

tagon documentary entitled National Security Alert.
“Dishonest, compromised alleged 9-11 truthers have

made us their No. 1 target likely because the perpetrators
want to distract people from the Pentagon and keep them
focused on the WTC towers so that the movement re-
mains mired in scientific debate,” said Ranke.
Ranke has uncovered direct, firsthand testimony from

an eyewitness who saw the plane that allegedly hit the
Pentagon instead fly away from the structure.
Specifically, Citizen Investigation Team interviewed

Roosevelt Roberts Jr. of the Pentagon Force Protection
Agency, who said that he saw a plane at less than 100
feet altitude, just above the light poles, flying away after
the large explosion at the Pentagon.
Ranke also said he spoke with taxi driver Lloyd Eng-

land, whose damaged cab was part of the staged light
pole scene, and admitted to Ranke it was a “planned”
event for “the people who have money.”
“Given our findings, the only logical explanation for

what caused the damage at the Pentagon on 9-11 was in-

ternal, pre-planted explosives,” Ranke said. “There is no
evidence for missiles, global hawks or flying objects
such as sky warriors or [other] drones.”
He went further: “A Pentagon flyover is the only pos-

sible conclusion. The official story delineates a specific
trajectory, but witnesses to the plane contradict this re-
quired flight path. This isn’t our theory, but what wit-
nesses told us on camera.”
Ranke elaborated:
“Over a dozen eyewitnesses said they saw the plane

on the Citgo station’s north side. But for the govern-
ment’s version to be true, the plane had to fly south of the
gas station. This is the only way the plane could have
damaged the five downed light poles, hit the generator
trailer and caused the damage to the Pentagon’s facade
leading to the curious round exit hole in the C-ring. The
high level of independent corroboration we provide for
an approach north of the gas station is proof beyond a
reasonable doubt that this is where the plane flew, de-
stroying the official impact narrative.”
Ranke’s research led to an ironic point: “Most of the

eyewitnesses were honest people whowere deceived into
believing the plane hit, and then used by the media to
sell this bogus story. While they thought they were de-
fending the official version of the event, they unwittingly
blew it wide open and disproved it.” �

EyewitnessesDebunkOfficial PentagonTale

Pilots for 9-11 Truth Allege Radar Manipulation
By Victor Thorn

T
he founder of Pilots for 9-11 Truth, Rob Bal-
samo, is in a unique position to unravel the
many anomalies that occurred on Sept. 11. Re-
grettably, he told this writer on July 13: “Al-

most all of our work has been suppressed and swept
under the rug, including by [people in] the 9-11 truth
movement.”
Their documentary 9-11 Intercepted chronicles one

of these underreported subjects: Plane-swapping. This
occurs when one plane flies above another, making only
one radar image.
“After inspecting radar data obtained through FOIA

requests, I saw several blips converge around aircraft re-
portedly used on 9-11 that were flying at over 30,000
feet,” he said. “It’s most alarming that two, or even three
planes overlapped, became one, then separated and
changed direction fromwhere they originated, all at these
high altitudes.”
When asked if these occurrences were an example of

plane-swapping, Balsamo replied, “I can’t think of any
other reason for them to converge. Aren’t air traffic
controllers supposed to separate planes at 30,000 feet,
not let them converge, fly in unison, and then break off?
I’ve never seen or heard of anything like this in my en-
tire career.”
AFP inquired as to which flights were involved.
“Two different planes overlapped in midair with

[UnitedAirlines Flight] 93, and then another craft con-
verged with [UnitedAirlines Flight] 175,” he said. “It’s
important to remember that none of these radar ‘blips’
was in a holding pattern, and they weren’t fighter jet
intercepts, either. This happened at least twice that
morning.”
9-11 Intercepted also exposes bogus radar tracks, in-

accurate airplane position reports and other variations of
aviation hocus-pocus. Ultimately, AFP wondered, who
should be held responsible for these deceptions.
Balsamo replied, “Dick Cheney took command of

NORAD in June 2001, and it’s my speculation that de-
cisions were made at the highest levels of government.”
In terms of our military’s notorious stand-down, Bal-

samo also provided inside knowledge.
“Fighter jets were called to scramble at 9:08 a.m. out

of Langley [a flight distance of seven miles fromWash-
ington, D.C.], but their orders were inexplicably
changed,” he said. “The pilots sat in their cockpits for an
excruciating 16minutes, then didn’t make it to D.C. until
after the Pentagon ‘event’ had already occurred.”
When pilots were finally scrambled, more errors en-

sued. According to Balsamo, “misinformation was de-
liberately put into FAA computer systems so that
dispatched fighters flew out over the Atlantic Ocean or
other incorrect directions. These mistakes were repeated
over and over again by Boston air traffic controllers and
their military liaisons at NORAD. The FAA and
NORAD were responsible for protecting America’s
northeast quadrant on 9-11, and there’s never been a le-
gitimate answer for their actions.All we know is that the
scrambled fighter jets were always diverted by bogus po-
sition reports.”
Conveniently enough, this orchestrated confusion

forced the world’s best fighter pilots into a state of total
ineffectiveness. �

Above: Two of the eyewitnesses who told filmmaker
Craig Ranke their shocking stories about what happened
at the Pentagon on Sept. 11, 2001. See page 17 for ad.

ROB BALSAMO
Pilot says some radar funny business occurred on 9-11.
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• Did you know that conspiracies are proven in court everyday?
• Do you know how to prove that 911 was, in fact, a conspiracy?
• Would you like to participate as a juror in the 911 Conspiracy Trial?

Now You Can Convict the Perpetrators!
Order your new 911 Undeniable Conspiracy DVD fromwww.911uc.org and then
download from the same web site the questions that a jury would receive from a judge to
prove all the elements of a conspiracy against several U.S. government officials, and
office holders of professional societies related to the evidence we now have about the so-
called “terror attacks” of 9/11/01.

When you receive your DVD, read and answer the questions as you watch the evidence
presented. Then go to the web site and answer the questions and submit them.You can also
order the questions by mail and mail back your answers if you prefer. All the answers
will be compiled and displayed atwww.911uc.org.

Remember it only takes 12 people on one jury to prove a conspiracy. All those convicted
of a conspiracy are liable for all criminal acts committed by everyone in the conspiracy.

Then the probability of a prosecution team obtaining a conviction against the accused for
a conspiracy to commit mass murder to alter foreign and domestic policy inAmerica and
beyond will be determined and displayed.

The evidence covering theWorld Trade Center, the Pentagon and Shanksville will be pre-
sented by Texas architect Ronald F. Avery using his models and drawings of the WTC
and the Pentagon.

Order your DVD and prove a conspiracy and prepare to
prosecute or acquit the defendants forever atwww.911uc.org.

DVD cost: $20 each + $3 S&H. Call or Phone: 830-372-5534
visit web site for bulk discount orders. Types of Payment:
Send payment to: Cash, check or money order drawn
911uc on US banks only.
1933 Montclair Or visit web site for debit, credit cards.
Seguin, TX 78155-5340
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By Frank Whalen

W
hileAmericans mourned the tragedies of
the 9-11 attacks, World Trade Center
(WTC) complex owner Larry Silverstein
had other things in mind, particularly

cashing in on insurance money from the properties he
had purchased on July 24, 2001.
In an entry dated Sept. 12, 2001, History Commons

cited author Steven Brill as stating: “According to two
people who called him that morning to offer their sym-
pathy, Silverstein soon changed the subject. [He] told one
of the callers that the way his insurance policies were
written, two planes crashing into the two towers had been
two different occurrences, not part of the same event.”
Brill added that: “Silverstein’s lawyers claimed the de-
veloper had been on the phone to them on the evening of
9-11 wondering whether his insurance policies could be
read in a way that would construe the attacks as two sep-
arate, insurable incidents rather than one.”
To understand this situation: In 2001 theWTC com-

plex was viewed by real estate moguls as a white ele-
phant. With a low occupancy rate, toxic asbestos that
would cost $200 million to remove, substandard eleva-
tor systems and an outdated technological network, no-
body could understand why Silverstein would purchase
this albatross for a $124 million down payment, which,
in hindsight, now looks like a steal of a deal.
Six weeks later, Silverstein began angling for a $7

billion double-indemnity payout on his $3.55 billion in-
surance policies. Although he waged a lengthy court-
room battle that would last six years, Silverstein
eventually collected $4.56 billion from his investment
in the WTC leases.
Seven insurance companies out of 24 agreed to settle

with Silverstein. Those companies were: Travelers Cos.,
Zurich American Insurance Co., Swiss Reinsurance
Co., Employers Insurance Company ofWausau,Allianz
Global Risks U.S. Insurance Co., Industrial Risk Insur-
ers and Royal Indemnity Co.
However, a glaring oddity still remains: Insurance

companies are notorious for investigating every aspect
of every claim made against a policy, regardless of how
seemingly insignificant. The reason is that the legwork
cost of such investigations usually pales in comparison
to the money saved from a payout.
Here is where this situation gets interesting: Silver-

stein didn’t have one company insuring his proper-
ties—he had 24. From a business perspective, it’s rea-
sonable to conclude that 24 separate insurance policies
were taken out to spread the financial burden so that
all of the companies would be able to pay a portion
without going bankrupt. Having multiple insurance
companies also minimized public scrutiny enough so
that stockholders wouldn’t ask why CEOs were agree-
ing to pay out such enormous sums based solely on the
government’s questionable version of events.
Nonetheless, the question remains: Why would any

of these companies agree to compensate Silverstein
when there were countless reasons for denying his in-
surance claims?
Based on the facts of this story, it appears that the

payouts were agreed upon in order to lend credence to
the government’s official account of what took place
on Sept. 11, 2001. If any of these 24 companies had se-
riously challenged the official version of events, the en-
tire house of cards would have collapsed like theWorld
Trade Center towers.
Going even deeper, in a Sept. 29, 2006 article enti-

tled “9-11 and the Greenberg Familia,” Jerry Mazza
pinpoints another major player in this scam: Maurice
Greenberg.As a former deputy chairman of the Council
on Foreign Relations and former director of the New
York Federal Reserve, Greenberg also has notable CIA
ties and is known as the godfather of insurance giant
AIG.
Mazza wrote: “The three companies who originally

WTC Insurers Pay Out Huge Amounts to

9-11: EVIL
ISRAEL’S ROLE IN 9-11
By Victor Thorn

Victor Thorn’s blockbuster 9-11 Evil bills itself as the
most dangerous 9-11 book ever written and is exactly
that, because it blows the lid off the media suppression
of ZIONIST involvement in the greatest crime ever perpe-
trated against the American people. Thorn writes: “The attacks onNew York andWash-
ington were only the beginning, and if we don’t fully recognize who the real enemy is
and stop it dead in its tracks right now, we won’t have another opportunity.” Thorn’s
book points the finger squarely at the Mossad and at Israel. What did happen on 9-
11? Did theWTC Towers collapse due to controlled demolitions that were well planned
in advance? Did Flight 77 really strike the Pentagon? Thorn lists the best 9-11 books
that form the core of his research and sources, the most reputable 9-11 researchers,
those who don’t wander into fanciful high-tech explanations. Find out the truth. Soft-
cover, 123 pages, #E, $15. Order from AFP, 645 Pennsylvania Avenue SE, #100, Wash-
ington, D.C. 20003. Add $3 S&H for one copy. Call 1-888-699-NEWS toll free to
charge. See also www.americanfreepress.net.

PHANTOM FLIGHT 93
And Other Astounding 9-11 Mysteries Explored

Is Flight 93 the key to unraveling the entire 9-11mys-
tery? In Phantom Flight 93—the first book to emerge
from the 9-11 truthmovement on this subject—youwill
discover how this event in Shanksville is the smoking
gun that exposes the government’s falsehoods once and
for all. Starting with physical evidence—especially a 10-
by-12 foot crater in an abandoned strip mine—it be-
comes clear that a passenger jetliner could not have
possibly crashed in Shanksville where federal officials
said it did. Rather, the reality of that fateful morning is
much more troublesome, and far more sinister. Also
cited in this book are a plethora of lies concerning the
now-infamous cell phone calls, 9-11 passenger list odd-
ities, corrupt officials who were in a position to assist in the plan and more. For far
too long, Flight 93 has been overlooked by researchers and commentators in the al-
ternative media. With the arrival of Phantom Flight 93, written by Victor Thorn, the
public will finally see that they were deceived about the “crash” in southwest Penn-
sylvania which became the stuff of legend. Softcover, 200 pages, #93, now just $20.
Order from AFP, 645 Pennsylvania Avenue SE, #100, Washington, D.C. 20003. Add
$3 S&H for one copy. Call 1-888-699-NEWS toll free to charge.

Larry Silverstein, left, the owner of the World Trade Cen-
ter complex, got $4.56 billion in payouts from insurance
companies as a result of the Sept. 11 attacks.
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insured the WTC were AIG, Marsh [McLennan] and
ACE, all run by the Greenbergs at the time. They then
sold stakes in the original contract to their competition,
a technique called reinsuring. Once the towers came
down, the reinsurers got caught holding the bag. This
would inextricably tie the Greenbergs to Silverstein and
the larger conspiracy of 9-11. If they had no foreknowl-
edge of the events to occur, why would the Greenbergs
have unloaded so many stakes in their contract?”
Greenberg also has a decades-old connection to

Henry Kissinger, the Anti-Defamation League (ADL)
and members of Mossad. Furthermore, Greenberg be-
came partners with Jules Kroll in 1993. Conveniently,
Kroll & Associates was responsible for security at the
WTC towers on Sept. 11, 2001. Some researchers have
even concluded that Greenberg’s AIG served as a suc-
cessor to BCCI, the most corrupt money-laundering
syndicate in history.

Greenberg’s son Jeffrey was chairman of Marsh
McLennan, one of the three companies that originally
held insurance claims for Silverstein before dumping
it to reinsurers, while Greenberg’s other son Evan was
CEO ofACE Ltd., the third company holding insurance
claims for Silverstein before peddling them elsewhere.
In the end, Silverstein pocketed $4.56 billion, while

the Greenberg family profited from dumping Lucky
Larry’s insurance policies on other unsuspecting com-
panies before they were compelled to shell out a single
penny.
Adding insult to injury, Greenberg’s AIG has re-

ceived, to date, at least $85 billion in bailout money
from U.S. taxpayers via a loan from the Federal Re-
serve. �
——

FrankWhalen has been a radio talk show host for the past 17 years, and worked as
a consultant for Maxim magazine. For more news and views from Frank, see
www.frankwhalenlive.com.

Support Official 9-11 Tale Unexplained
Happenings
Inside WTC 7
By Victor Thorn

W
ithin days of former U.S. Army War
College officialAlan Sabrosky appear-
ing on PressTV,where he touted Dutch
demolitions expert Danny Jowenko’s

groundbreaking work onWorld Trade Center (WTC)
7, Jowenko was found dead following a one-car crash
in Serooskerke, Netherlands.
Sabrosky said of Jowenko’s findings during this in-

terview, “WTC 7went straight down into its own foot-
print in seconds without any visible external trauma,
which means only some catastrophic internal trauma
could have brought it down.” Jowenko specifically re-
ferred to WTC 7’s demise as “a professionally engi-
neered controlled demolition.”
Another curiousWTC 7 fatality involved theAug.

19, 2008 death of Barry Jennings, deputy director of
emergency services for the New York City Housing
Authority. Employed atWTC 7, Jennings arrived late
to work on the morning of Sept. 11, whereupon he
found that by the timeWTC 2was struck at 9:03 a.m.,
WTC 7 had already been evacuated.
Jennings noticed that his coworkers had immedi-

ately fled. “I saw half-eaten sandwiches,” he said, “and
there was still steam coming off coffee cups that were
sitting on desks.”
Told to evacuate the premises, Jennings began

hearing explosions insideWTC 7 between 9 a.m. and
10 a.m., an obvious anomaly since this structure didn’t
implode upon itself until seven hours later, at 5:20
p.m. “I know what I heard,” said Jennings. “I heard
explosions.”
Following a power failure, Jennings and colleague

Michael Hess were escorted down fromWTC 7 into
the lobby, where they witnessed a remarkable sight.
Jennings said it appeared as if “King Kong had come
through and stepped on it.”
Again, why would the lobby of WTC 7 be in total

ruins seven hours prior to collapse?
In regard to his rescue, Jennings later told Loose

Change filmmaker DylanAvery, “The firefighter that
took us down kept saying, ‘Do not look down,’ and I
kept saying, ‘Why is that?’ [We were] stepping over
people.You know you could feel when you’re stepping
over people.”
However, according to government reports, not a

single person died insideWTC 7.
Jennings’s claims of explosions, dead bodies and a

devastatedWTC 7 lobby all directly contradict the of-
ficial version of events.
Jennings died two days prior to the release of

NIST’s final report on theWTC 7 collapse. No official
cause of death has been made public. �

AFP Unveils RevampedWebsite
Seemore at www.americanfreepress.net

2 0 Y E A R S O F E X P E R I E N C E . . .

New BCX Ultra Is
the Most Advanced
Frequency Instrument
In its Field Today!
• Rife used ray tubes—and so do we!

• Rife used radio frequency (RF)—and so do we!

• Rife used gating, duty cycle and wave form
to produce the “killer” spike wave—and so do we!

The BCX Ultra has the whole frequency manual programmed into the unit.
256 channels so you can program in your own experimental frequencies!

John Crane—whoworked with Rife—stated: “Now the spikes that you see on the
frequencies are the lethal part that kill and devitalize the virus. They are the resonant
peaks of the frequencies which increase the voltage to a very high potential which the
cells of the virus wall cannot tolerate; they break up into many pieces and are de-
stroyed.” —Dr. Rife’s Lab Film narrated by John Crane in the 1970s

The greatest breakthrough in all our manufacturing years has been the spike
wave. A close second is utilizing the RF carrier wave. All other features have been
added to optimize these two pillars in devitalizing dangerous microbes.

Find out why doctors and clinics world wide use our equipment.
• Call Roger at Systems Unlimited, Inc: 828-862-4311
•Write for free information at 36 Gladiola Dr., Pisgah Forest, NC 28768

UNIQUE FEATURES
• We have LEDs that attach
to our unit.

• We have RF to both our
glass tubes and electrodes
that you use simultaneously.

• Ray tubes produce a higher
voltage while the electrodes
produce a higher current. This
combination produces even
better results in your research
in killing unwanted microbes.

• We have multiple wave
forms to choose (11 in all)

MADE IN AMERICA • Call 828-862-4311 FOR MORE INFORMATION
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By Michael Langston

I
fit’s 9-11 truth you seek, look no further thanVictor
Thorn’s latest book on the subject,Made in Israel:
9-11 and the Jewish Plot Against America. What
this book makes clear, and what many 9-11

“truthers” don’t know, is that a massive deception and
cover-up exists not only in the mainstreammedia, but in
the so-called 9-11 truth movement as well.
It is true that 9-11 was an “inside” job, and criminal

elements within the U.S. government were undoubtedly
involved, as is so often stated by many authors and ac-
tivists. But 9-11 was much more. It was an “outside” job
also, ultimately made in Israel, as a mountain of evidence
compiled in this new, landmark book clearly shows.
For example, whereas other authors and activists have

repeatedly pointed out that Marvin Bush, brother of for-
mer President GeorgeW. Bush, was on the board of direc-
tors of a company responsible for security at the World
Trade Center, Thorn specifically names the Jewish-
owned security firms involved, discusses them in detail,
and most importantly, points out who actually owned—
and therefore controlled—them. It certainly wasn’t Bush.
While other 9-11 researchers and authors might lead

you on a wild goose chase and have you barking up the
wrong tree at the Bush administration and the U.S. gov-
ernment, this book sets the record straight by focusing on
the actual perpetrators and puppet masters.
Jewish control of World Trade Center security and

Jewish ownership of theWTC complex is only one tiny
piece of the 9-11 puzzle that Thorn meticulously pieces
together. The degree of Jewish-Zionist influence over
many aspects of American society documented in this

book is mind-boggling.
As former Israeli PrimeMinisterAriel Sharon know-

ingly proclaimed, “We, the Jewish people, controlAmer-
ica, and the Americans know it.”
A cover-up of this magnitude on 9-11 could only have

been carried out by a group of ruthless individuals who
will stop at nothing to protect their vital interests, who
will disregard and cross any moral boundary, and who
possess control over America and the minds of most
Americans through their control of the media.
Only Israel and its Zionist supporters could have ac-

complished such a feat. No other group had this kind of
power or the motive to perpetrate a crime so horrendous
and dastardly.
Only one nation and group of people benefited most

from the attacks on 9-11: Israel and the Zionist Jews.
Every other nation and group suffered, most especially
those who were wrongly blamed for the attack.America
suffered, Iraq suffered, Afghanistan suffered and Arab
Muslims suffered. As Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu so arrogantly boasted before an audience at
Bar-Ilan University in Israel, “We are benefiting from
one thing, and that is the attack on the twin towers and
Pentagon.”
There you have it: The prime minister of Israel pub-

licly admitted that the Israelis benefited from the 9-11
attacks.As any criminologist will tell you, the most likely
suspect in any crime is the person or entity that benefited
from the crime.
Considering the fact that the rogue state of Israel has

a prior criminal record of perpetrating just such a
crime—the June 8, 1967 attack on theUSS Liberty—the
verdict in this case is clear and unmistakable: 9-11 was
made in Israel. �

9-11 Plot—‘Made in Israel’

Made in Israel: 9-11 & the Plot Against America
By Peter Papaherakles

A
nyone looking into what really happened on
Sept. 11, 2001 has to be familiar with Victor
Thorn’s work.A prolific writer,Thorn has au-
thored many books on 9-11, and he has been

on the cutting edge of uncovering many of the numerous
lies that comprise the 9-11 illusion since day one.
Thorn was a pioneer in exposing the Shanksville farce

in his book Phantom Flight 93, while also writing 9-11
Exposed and 9-11 Betrayed. His 9-11 onTrial published
in 2005 documented that the government’s official ver-
sion of events was a lie, while 9-11 Evil the following
year went where no one had dared to go by uncovering
Israel’s central role in these attacks.
For the upcoming 10-year anniversary of Sept. 11,

2001, Thorn has outdone himself by publishing a brand
new book called Made in Israel. This book is truly the

last word on the subject, combining and expanding sig-
nificantly upon all his vast research from the previous
five books.The hard-hitting subtitle reads: “9-11 and the
Jewish Plot Against America.” While 9-11 on Trial fo-
cused on how the attacks occurred and 9-11 Evil ex-
plained Israel’s role behind it, Made in Israel combines
these two premises, along with new evidence that proves
beyond doubt that Israel-firsters were behind every facet
of the Sept. 11 conspiracy.
“This book presents all the facts in an organized, sys-

tematic format,” saysThorn. “You can show it to anyone
who cares to see, and the truth is there in black and
white. There is no chance that bin Laden and hisMuslim
hijackers could ever have pulled it off.”
Luminaries who have praisedThorn’s previous books

include Prof. David Ray Griffin, Jim Marrs, Michael
Collins Piper and Texe Marrs, among scores of others.
Made in Israel is formatted in a large, easy-to-

read 8.5-by-11-inch size that consists of two main sec-
tions. The first half lays out in a clear, no-frills style all
the key players in the preparation and execution of these
attacks and identifies their Jewish, Israeli and/or neo-con
background. Thorn ends this portion of the book with
these words: “Any 9-11 ‘truther’who fails to expose Is-
rael’s role has, in essence, chosen to protect the worst
killers among us.”
The second half of the book consists of 19 explosive

articlesThorn has written on various other 9-11 subjects
for AFP between 2008 and 2011.
Victor Thorn once again forces us to focus on who

carried out 9-11—rather than on how it was done.At this
point, any other approach is truly a form of cowardice.
The elephant in the room is really the undisputable fact
that Israel was behind it. If we want the truth and nothing
but the truth, there’s no getting around that. The question
is: Can we handle the truth? �

NEW BOOK BY VICTOR THORN FINAL WORD ON SEPT. 11 ATTACKS . . .

Victor Thorn’s latest book, Made in Israel: 9-11 and

the Jewish Plot Against America, is available now
from AMERICAN FREE PRESS for $15 plus $3 S&H.
(Less if you buy multiple copies.) Call 1-888-699-6397
toll free to charge or return the form on page 13 toAFP.

Made in Israel
Softcover, 8.5 x 11, 91 pages, #MIS

$15 plus $3 S&H
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By Victor Thorn

A
tthe conclusion of a July 26 interview with
this writer, Dr.Alan Sabrosky made a shock-
ing revelation: “36 hours after I did an inter-
view with SusanModaress of Iran’s PressTV

where I verbally highlighted the work of Dutch demoli-
tions expert Danny Jowenko, he was killed in a one-car
auto accident. Jowenko said in a video that demolition
of WTC 7 was a professional job done by a team of ex-
perts.”
Sabrosky’s interviews with Mark Glenn and PressTV

have become historic contributions to the pursuit of prov-
ing Israeli involvement in the 9-11 terrorist attacks. As
someone who received the U.S.ArmyWar College’s Su-
perior Civilian ServiceAward during his tenure as direc-
tor of Strategic International Studies, Sabrosky brings an
undeniable amount of authority to this subject.
During his July 13 appearance on PressTV, Sabrosky

explained that the supposedArab skyjackers didn’t pos-
sess the piloting skills necessary to fly the aircrafts.Also,
planes impacting the twin towers 800 feet to 1,000 feet
above ground could not have caused massive explosions
near their bases.
Other evidence cited by Sabrosky included two vans

that were pulled over by police on the morning of Sept.
11, which were filled with explosives as well as cameras
that had been focused on the twin towers, which had been
set up prior to planes impacting the towers. Photos taken
of the passengers of the vans show them celebrating the
destruction that ensued in NewYork City.All of those ar-
rested inside these two vehicles were Israeli nationals.
However, within days, reports chronicling these incidents
had disappeared from mainstream media sources.
To demonstrate the extent of the cover-up, Sabrosky

noted that most Americans are unaware of these vans
driven by Israelis. He then asked PressTV: “What would
it have taken for a special ops group to have done 9-11?”

Nineteen Muslim cave dwellers were not capable of
the level of planning required to carry out this operation.
But, Sabrosky stressed, Israeli operatives had the access,
motivation and expertise to not only execute these at-
tacks, but also draw the United States into a broaderMid-
dle East war.
“They needed a catalytic event,” Sabrosky said, “an-

other Pearl Harbor. Today we know who [did it], and we
even know why.”
He continued: “The apprehension of Israeli-driven

vans filled with explosives is not a fantasy. It’s a fact that
ties Israel irrevocably to 9-11.”
He then referred to the neo-cons and dual U.S.-Israeli

citizens involved. “To contrive these crises and to con-
trive these wars—all in the service of Israel—is commit-
ting high treason,” he said.
Sabrosky also claimed that an Israeli company, ICTS,

not only had access to theWTC complex via their secu-
rity duties, but they also were in charge of security at all
three airports of departure on 9-11. If that’s not enough,
ICTS further provided security in Paris andAmsterdam

when the shoe and underwear “bombers” made their fee-
ble attempts to commit acts of terrorism.
It is Sabrosky’s contention that, because Israeli opera-

tives had direct access to the towers in order to facilitate
the demolitions of WTC 1, WTC 2 and WTC 7, it’s no
coincidence that “dancing Israelis” on the rootops and in
the vans were all freed from jail within months, a move
approved by dual U.S.-Israeli national Michael Chertoff.
“There was no mention of their release in the main-

stream media that is largely Zionist controlled. Instead,
the only thing discussed on Sept. 11—and later accepted
by the government-approved 9-11 Commission—were
19 Arab hijackers. It was all dealt with in Orwellian
terms. Everything else was a non-event and non-story.”
As a summary, Sabrosky told PressTV: “This is not a

conspiracy in the sense that it is usually used to denigrate
an opposing argument, meaning that it’s irrational, illog-
ical and without proof.” Rather, he concluded, “only two
intelligence agencies had the expertise, access and po-
litical protection to execute 9-11 in the air and on the
ground: our CIA and Israel’s Mossad.” �
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By Victor Thorn

H
ow could the bedrock lying beneath each
World Trade Center (WTC) tower actually
turn to “glass” after these enormous struc-
tures fell on 9-11?And, why were there pools

of molten steel still in existence months after Sept. 11,
especially when it’s physically impossible for an open jet
fuel fire (maximum temperature 1,510 degrees F) to melt
construction-grade structural steel (melting point 2,770
degrees F)? Lastly, how could large portions of theWTC
complex be vaporized?
During a July 17 interview, Vinnie Sammartino—a

9-11 researcher and author of the seminal article 9-11
Plane List Oddities—told this writer: “The glassified
sand and rock at Ground Zero cannot be justified with
thermite, jet fuel or conventional demolition explosives.
Plus, it’s laughable that gravity took down the towers at
greater than freefall speed.”

Sammartino feels this point is especially vital: “There
is highly important below-ground atomic test footage
that shows—after a nuke is detonated—a perfectly circu-
lar hole opening directly down into the earth. After any-
one watches this video, it gives them an idea of how
WTC 1 andWTC 2 dropped straight into the ground.”
Such analysis stays true to the laws of physics, which

assert: Falling objects tend to follow the path of least re-
sistance.Thus, when the twin towers were compromised,
they would have presumably toppled over onto the New
York City streets. But instead, they were swallowed into
the earth at freefall speed.
Sammartino cites the work of Dmitri Khalezov, a for-

mer Soviet nuclear intelligence officer, who insists that
these demolitions went well beyond the capabilities of
nano-thermite.
Sammartino agrees: “The only way to bring down

three steel buildings of that size was to put a small nu-
clear device underneath each of them. Conventional ex-
plosives and jet fuel would never work.”
He added, “There should have been, at the very least,

a 10-story-high mound of steel after the towers fell into
their own footprints. But where did all that steel and con-
crete go? Nuclear bombs react differently underground.
That’s why we saw so much microscopic dust resulting
from the pulverized steel and concrete that spread out
over a mile of Manhattan. Plus, there are thousands and
thousands of missing trusses that utterly vanished.”
Continuing his explanation, Sammartino said, “If you

watch a documentary called 9-11 Eyewitness, you’ll see
the base of each tower light up before they come down.
Something very violent happened to create such a visual
energy source that was captured on camera.”
As a result, Sammartino noted, “The bases lighting

up justify the melted cars at Ground Zero and people
catching fire. Massive sewer plate covers actually started

blasting right out from the streets, which indicates an
enormous amount of pressure beneath the ground.”
Tragically, Sammartino notes that many 9-11 rescue

workers have contracted chronic beryllium poisoning
over the past decade that is similar to what caused the
deaths of early workers who designed nuclear weapons.
Long-term beryllium exposure increases the risk of res-
piratory ailments and lung cancer, the most common
symptoms for those at Ground Zero.
As a reminder, the original definition of Ground Zero

prior to 9-11 is as follows: “A point on the surface of
land or water directly above or below the center of a nu-
clear explosion.”
How eerily coincidental is it that theWTC aftermath

was specifically called “Ground Zero”? �
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Bodies Vaporized
at Ground Zero
By Victor Thorn

“B
odies were shredded as if a heat
wave, millions of degrees in tem-
perature, emanated from Ground
Zero after an atomic bomb had been

detonated.” So said Marion P. Lelong to this writer
during a July 14 interview.As the author of a recently
released, comprehensive book entitled 9-11 Decep-
tions, Lelong further described the incomprehensible
damage:
“In the first weeks following 9-11, rescue workers

found 20,000 different [identified] body pieces, while
there were over 10,000 other unidentified body parts
placed in freezers,” he said. “Overall, only 300 intact
bodies were initially discovered,” Lelong said.
When one considers that the victims were suppos-

edly killed via collapsed skyscrapers, falling debris
or by leaping to their deaths, why were there so many
unidentified body parts, as if the corpses had ex-
ploded? Using simple mathematics, Lelong’s num-
bers mean that every one of the deceased would have
been converted into over a hundred different pieces.
Lelong writes in 9-11 Deceptions, “Aircraft im-

pacts and fires in all probability would not have de-
stroyed a single body beyond positive identification.”
Why then, as Lelong notes, “A year later [after

Sept. 11, 2001], had only 1,401 of the approximately
2,780 victims been identified?”
To address this quandary, Lelong points in the di-

rection of a far more ominous conclusion.
“Since aircraft impacts and fires would surely not

have destroyed a single body so badly that it could
not have been positively identified, there must have
been something different and far more powerful than
all known reasons for such massive buildings to col-
lapse,” he said.
If a mental image of this incredible power source

still isn’t clear, Lelong finishes his chapter Identified
and Missing Human Bodies with this description:
“[Body] fragments within the heat wave were in-
stantly cremated into talcum-like dust.”
Lelong’s book is available fromAFP for $30 plus

$3 S&H. See ad on page 17 for details. �
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By Mark Hightower

O
nMay 1, 2001 this researcher issued a $1,000
nano-thermite challenge that sought to find
and document any peer-reviewed scientific re-
search demonstrating that nano-thermite was

used to demolish theWorld Trade Center towers.
Not even one entry for this contest was received by the

due date of June 20. This is significant because, among
9-11 researchers, including David RayGriffin, nano-ther-
mite is commonly believed to be a high explosive.
The explosive effects observed at the World Trade

Center on Sept. 11, 2001 were not only powerful, but dev-
astating—turning concrete and other materials to dust—
as well as separating and propelling steel members and
other materials in all directions.
While thermite is an incendiary (burning agent) and

nano-thermite can be formulated to be a faster-reacting
incendiary, or even a low explosive like black powder, it
cannot be formulated to be a high explosive. Therefore,
nano-thermite could have been used to sever or weaken
the twin towers’steel columns, but this low-velocity melt-
ing process is a totally different mechanism for the cut-
ting of steel, and alone could not have accounted for the
explosive effects observed.
Low-explosive nano-thermite could be eliminated as

the primary method of controlled demolition of the twin
towers because of its ineffectiveness. Similarly, high-ex-
plosive nano-thermite could be eliminated because it does-
n’t exist. Even the term “explosive nano-thermite” used to
describe the destruction of each tower is misleading.

Conventional explosives mixed with nano-thermites
are far more plausible explanations for the explosive ef-
fects observed that day, and in the case of a blend, nano-
thermite would have functioned in the role of an additive
rather than being the main ingredient itself. �
——

T. Mark Hightower has worked as an engineer for nearly 30 years, initially in the
chemical industry, then in the space program for NASA, and currently in the environmen-
tal field, also with NASA. He is a member of the American Institute of Chemical Engi-
neers and the American Institute of Aeronautics andAstronautics.

Engineer’s Nano-Thermite Challenge

Proponents of nano-thermite as the explosive agent re-
sponsible for the collapse of the twin towers say this photo
is proof of their thesis. Longtime professional engineer
Mark Hightower disagrees. Note the cut columns.
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By Pat Shannan

I
nJune, Rep. Carolyn Maloney (D-NY) contacted
the Social Security Administration (SSA) in
Washington to find out why it didn’t list an in-
crease in numbers to its DeathMaster File (DMF)
for Sept. 11, 2001. Shouldn’t the average number

of people—405—that die each day in New York have
been dramatically increased by close to 2,800?Yet a sam-
pling of names tested by Rep.Maloney
did not yield any matches in the DMF
to “confirm their apparent absence,”
she said.
SSADirectorMichaelAstrue’s fail-

ure to answer her letter so far may not
be an oversight so much as a fear of
looking as foolish as he did with his
lame reply to Ohio private investigator
Susan Daniels’s report to him of her
findings that Barack Obama was using a Social Security
number issued to someone else.
So what does this new revelation indicate? To 9-11

truthers it raises all kinds of questions that may tie into
older ones, such as whywere there only 266 total passen-
gers and crew recorded on the four “skyjacked” flights
that could have seated over 1,300? Also, why did flight
manifests not show the name of a singleMiddle Easterner
being aboard any of the four flights in question, and how
could six of the 19 (named by the FBI) terrorists that sup-

posedly crashed these planes turn up the next week alive
on Saudi television? Now they have to ask: How could
over 2,700 people die in theWTC towers and not one of
them make it onto the SSA Death Master File?
However, government apologists can always supply

pacifying answers. Scripps-Howard News reporter Tom
Hargrove uncovered the information, informedMaloney
and—to his credit—broke the story that other news
agencies ignored. However, Hargrove, as a guest on the

AFP Radio Hour, told this writer that
he is now convinced the whole thing
was a “clerical error.”
SSA officials informed him that

these situations arise about once every
200 times—that a person dies and is
not logged. Or, worse yet, one is de-
clared dead but is still verymuch alive.
This causes all kinds of problems with
“identity theft” both real and imag-

ined. Those of the latter group who are still alive but are
“officially dead,” according to SSA records, suddenly be-
come suspect and are sometimes jailed and charged with
stealing what was actually their own identity.
Of course, a clerk hitting the wrong button a half per-

cent of the time is reasonable, but 2,700 times in one day
is not—even in government work.
Then the excuse was offered that only those who had

applied for SSA benefits would be listed anyway. How-
ever, with a single death benefit payment of $255 going

to every widowed spouse, plus far greater monthly pay-
ments for those with children under the age of 18, it
seems likely that at least 2,000 or more would have fallen
into these categories. So why aren’t they there? Has Rep.
Maloney been asked to quietly back away?
And why does Maloney’s office now refuse to return

AFP’s calls? Has she been quietly asked to back off?
“The mystery about 9-11 baffles me,” said Beth

Givens, executive director of the San Diego-based Pri-
vacy Rights Clearinghouse that has received complaints
about the accuracy of these death files. “The only things
that come to mind are some of the conspiracy theories
that we hear out there—and I don’t want to go there.”
Neither does Hargrove. �

N.Y. Rep. Has2,700Questions
AboutSocial Security Filings
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In AFP’s Debunking 9-11, you’ll get exclusive
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9-11: WHAT REALLY HAPPENED
By Ed Whitney, author of The Controllers

The official story of the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks on
the United States is well known tomost Americans. Ac-
cording to the U.S. government and the mainstream
media, 19members of al Qaeda, amilitant group led by
Osama bin Laden, hijacked four U.S. airliners. Three
were flown into buildings (the World Trade Center
North and South towers and the Pentagon), and one
crashed in Pennsylvania after a heroic effort by the pas-
sengers to regain control of the plane. That’s the federal
story. But what facts are there to support this official sce-
nario? As there was little to no debris from an airliner
found at theWTC, the Pentagon or at Shanksville, there
is little to back up the claims. Although most people
will admit planes hit the World Trade Center towers, it
is the strange collapse of those buildings and another massive skyscraper nearby that
still confounds researchers and 9-11 skeptics. In 9/11: What Really Happened, Ed Whit-
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Rep. Maloney’s office
now refuses to return
AFP’s calls. Has she

been asked to
quietly back off?

Looking for loved ones, people flocked to the “missing
persons wall” to see if anyone had information about
friends and family who had vanished on 9-11.
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Where’d the Passengers Go?
By Victor Thorn

P
ossibly the most-asked question by 9-11 skep-
tics is, “If there was a government conspiracy,
what happened to all the airline passengers?”
Dean Hartwell, author of Planes Without Pas-

sengers, may finally be able to provide an answer. During
a July 18 interviewwith this writer, Hartwell began: “My
no-hijacker theory contends that the planes and passen-
gers were merely used as props. On Sept. 11, we were
specifically told that four different hijackings supposedly
took place. But Flight 11 and Flight 77 were not sched-
uled and didn’t fly that day. I’ve confirmed this fact
through the Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS).”
He continued: “9-11 researcher Gerard Holmgren dis-

covered that BTS records had been tampered with be-
cause they originally said that 11 and 77 were not
scheduled for takeoff.”
So what happened to the passengers? Hartwell ex-

plained: “Flights 175 and 93 did fly on the morning of
Sept. 11, and there were people aboard these planes. But
they weren’t passengers in the usual sense of the term.”
Providing more details for his argument, Hartwell

stated: “Most of the people that boarded these two airlin-
ers were intel assets playing a role. The vast majority of
other names were fictitious. Then, when 175 took off
from Boston with a very low occupancy, it ended up
landing in Cleveland after changing flight numbers.”
Hartwell then broached the crux of this deception:

“Those aboard the two actual flights were simply playing
the role of passengers. They were props.After being de-
boarded, then, the intel agents went on their way. What
the staged hijackings did was send a signal to future par-

ticipants in these types of operations that they would be
protected and not taken out and shot.”
As a final thought, Hartwell addressed the purported

two cell phone calls made from Flight 77 by political au-
thor Barbara Olson to her husband, Ted, a government
insider who defended President GeorgeW. Bush follow-
ing the 2000 election recount against challengerAl Gore.
As a reward, Bush made Olson his solicitor general.
“Ted Olson changed his story several times in regard

to the phone calls made to him on the morning of Sept.
11,” Hartwell opined. “His wife Barbara may have been
part of a simulation andmerely pretended that hijackings
were going on.”
Indeed, during the trial of accused terrorist Zacharias

Moussaoui in 2006, FBI officials examined a multitude
of Olson’s contradictions on television shows and in in-
terviews, then concluded that he didn’t receive a single
call from his wife via cell phone or onboard passenger-
seat “airfone.”
In an April 1, 2008 Global Research article, Prof.

David Ray Griffin weighed in with this analysis: “Ac-
cording to Olson, his wife said all passengers and flight
personnel, including the pilots, were herded to the back
of the plane by armed hijackers.This is an inherently im-
plausible scenario. We are supposed to believe that 60
people were held at bay by three or four men with box
cutters. This scenario becomes even more absurd when
we realize that the alleged hijackers were all small,
unathletic men.” �
——

Victor Thorn is a hard-hitting researcher, journalist and the author of many books
on 9-11 and the NewWorld Order. These include 9-11 Evil: The Israeli Role in 9-11 and
Phantom Flight 93 and Other Sept. 11Mysteries Explored. He was the co-founder of the
WINGTV Network.
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By Victor Thorn

T
wenty-four hours after the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks,
while the rest of the United States was being
goaded into accepting more wars in the Middle
East and Asia, one popular author of several

books on the U.S. media and the role it plays in molding
public opinion argued that the attacks had to have been
planned in advance—and not by Osama bin Laden. Ten
years later, his prescient views look even more relevant.
Just one day after the mysterious attacks, Dave Mc-

Gowan wrote the article: Welcome to
the New and Improved Police State. In
the second paragraph, hewrote: “A few
weeks ago, I told [a friend] that our
own fearless leaders are veering dan-
gerously close to unleashing ‘tactical’
nuclear weapons upon the world.” Al-
though he may not have realized the
prophetic nature of his words, a decade
later there’s a resounding amount of in-
formation pointing to the use of nuclear weapons beneath
theWTC towers. (See page 14 of this issue.)
During a July 17 interviewwith this writer, McGowan

described how he was able to see through the massive
ruse being played out on a grand scale.
“I immediately knew, because I entered in with a dif-

ferent mindset,” he said. “Being predisposed and familiar
with the concept of false flags, I was already over the
hurdle of accepting that attacks such as these were
scripted to provide a pretext for retaliation. Our leaders

are capable of doing these things, so it wasn’t entirely
unexpected. I didn’t have a learning curve to overcome.”
When asked about the diabolical nature of the plotters

behind 9-11, McGowan replied: “Without any con-
science at all, these individuals repeat the same scenar-
ios, because they’ve figured out what works, and they
keep getting away with it.”
McGowan marveled at their arrogance, especially in

NewYork City. “The controlled demolition of each twin
tower into its own footprint was so obvious that I initially
felt they’d overstepped their bounds,” he said. “It was too

incredible.”
From a geopolitical perspective, the

results were clear. McGowan contin-
ued: “This is the event they’d been
waiting for to launch multiple wars. I
was terrified that day for different rea-
sons than everyone else. I knew that a
more aggressive foreign policy stance
was already on the drawing board, but
without 9-11 there would have been

too much resistance.”
Daily life for everyday citizens also faced dramatic

changes. McGowan realized early on what awaited us:
“Police state measures, more militaristic domestic sur-
veillance technology, and the Patriot Act were already
present. Now they just needed a pretext wherebyAmer-
icans would accept it.”
The aftermath 10 years later is evident. McGowan

spelled it out: “Psychologically, as a people, 9-11 had a
profound effect on the country. Today, what we tolerate

as normal reality would have been unthinkable a decade
ago. For example, people allow themselves to be strip-
searched before boarding an airplane, and they accept
these intrusions as normal and necessary.”
McGowan found laughable the recent supposed

“killing” of 9-11 patsy Osama bin Laden.
“Just about 150 years ago, afterAbrahamLincoln’s as-

sassination, the government disposed of John Wilkes
Booth’s [supposed] body within 48 hours,”* he said. “No
personal effects, physical evidence, photos or anything
else was ever shown to the public. They simply took their
word for it. The same happened with bin Laden. It’s like I
said earlier:They keep using the same techniques over and
over again, because they keep getting awaywith it.” �
——

*AFP recommends The Great Escape of JohnWilkes Booth (softcover, 90
pages, $15 plus $3 S&H) from AFP, 645 Pennsylvania Avenue SE, #100,
Washington, D.C. 20003. Call 1-888-699-6397 toll free to charge.

First 9-11 Conspiracy Theorist
And the Ramifications of 9-11

Our own fearless
leaders are veering
dangerously close to
unleashing nuclear

weapons on the world.

WWW.DEESILLUSTRATION.COM



By Victor Thorn

O
neof the most gruesome aspects of 9-11 oc-
curred when newscasters reported that
dozens of people inside the twin towers
leaped hundreds of feet down, landing on the

streets of NewYork or rooftops. Such dramatic measures
go against human nature because nearly all of us will
cling to safety rather than plunge to certain death.At the
time of the jumps, World Trade Center (WTC) 1 and
WTC 2, despite being compromised, apparently, by the
impact of airliners, still provided a safer haven than
freefalling through the air and splattering below. Did all
these victims willingly choose to jump, or was there
more involved? On July 22, 9-11 researcher Carl As-
chmann spoke with this writer to provide some insights.
“What initially struck me is howmany of the jumpers

were removing articles of clothing before leaping,” said
Aschmann. “Think about that for a moment. Utter chaos
is raging in NewYork, the building they’re in had been
struck by an aircraft, and in all this insanity they decide
to do what—remove their clothing? It’s nonsensical.”
He continued: “Emergency calls made that morning

from inside the towers reflect how extremely hot these
trapped people felt, yet they couldn’t see any flames.
Even stranger, those inside each tower were leaning
against the walls of these buildings, so the physical struc-
ture itself wasn’t very hot.”
Aschmann then offered this reminder: “If you listen to

transcripts of firemen inside the towers to their dispatch-
ers, they refer to seeing no raging fires and how they
could easily extinguish two isolated pockets of fire in
WTC 2. Neither skyscraper was consumed by a raging
inferno.”
With this information in mind, Aschmann added,

“There was no real fire anywhere, but an incredible
amount of heat. People were actually disrobing, but tons

of paper around them didn’t burn. Why? It’s almost like
a microwave effect, where the food inside cooks, but the
paper wrapper around it doesn’t.”
Aschmann wonders if the jumpers actually leaped of

their own volition.
“It looked like these people were somehow thrown

out of the towers—as if they hadn’t really intended to
jump, especially when they were flapping their arms
wildly rather than being resigned to a fate they had cho-
sen,” he said. “On top of that, these people were cast out-
ward much farther than they could have been able to
physically jump, as if some type of internal force ejected
them. From all the photos, it didn’t look like they in-
tended to jump out, but were instead caught unaware.”
Upon impact, those unfortunate enough to view these

tragedies provided some curious descriptions. Firefighter
Bertram Springstead, who witnessed 30-40 jumpers
splayed out on the nearby Vista Hotel’s roof, character-
ized the horrific sight in these terms: “As I was looking
out the window, another jumper comes by [and] kind of
like clipped the edge of the roof and just vaporized.”
Carl Aschmann cites Dr. Judy Wood and her book

Where Did the Towers Go? as the source of much of his
information regarding questions surrounding theWorld
Trade Center's falling victims. �
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COGNITIVE INFILTRATION
An Obama Appointee’s Plan to Undermine the 9-11 Conspiracy Theory
By Prof. David Ray Griffin. Former Chicago and Harvard law professor Cass
Sunstein, who in 2009 was appointed by President Barack Obama to direct
an important executive branch office, had in 2008 co-authored an article con-
taining a plan for the government to prevent the spread of anti-government
“conspiracy theories.” Arguing that such theories are believed only by groups
suffering from “informational isolation,” he advocated the use of anonymous
government agents to engage in “cognitive infiltration” of these groups in
order to introduce “cognitive diversity,” with the aim of breaking them up. Not-
ing that Sunstein’s proposal has evoked condemnations from across the po-
litical spectrum—not least because it, being similar to the FBI’s COIN-
TELPRO of the 1960s, would be illegal—Griffin focuses on the fact that Sun-
stein’s primary target is the research developed by the 9-11 truth movement.
Hardback, 196 pages, #CIF, $20. Add $3 for S&H inside the U.S. Outside the
U.S. add $11 for one book for S&H. Order from FIRSTAMENDMENT BOOKS, 645 Pennsylvania Avenue
SE, #100, Washington, D.C. 20003. Call 1-888-699-6397 toll free to charge to Visa, MasterCard, Visa,
AmEx or Discover. See more at www.americanfreepress.net

New Book fromMarvin Clark

Son of Liberty:
No Apology!

A
ttorney Marvin Clark
wanted to know why
American society is in
a free-fall. So he

teamed up with his retired col-
lege professor, the late Sarkis
Atamian, and the two launched a
15-year research project. Their
work was based upon hundreds
of volumes from England, Ger-
many, Russia and Ukraine, the Mideast, China, South-
east Asia, South America, Africa, Canada and the
United States. The result is a 761-page book, entitled,
Son of Liberty: No Apology!

Clark begins by explaining the historical prologue
that caused elite bankers to despiseAmerican freedoms
and put Christendom into conflict with atheists and
Jewish Sabbatian occultists. Clark explains the origins
of this terrorist cult that has affected world history for
more than two centuries. Clark goes on to explain how
the Sabbatians became middlemen for the American
bankers with a mission to subvert and destroy Christ-
ian culture. There is a detailed history of the Frankfurt
Institute of Social Research, which was comprised en-
tirely of Sabbatian revolutionaries, the goal of which
was and is the deconstruction of American Christian
society and the total demise of U.S. economic might.
Clark includes and explains the ideological matrix that
the “Frankfurt School” blended to create its witches
brew, now known as “Critical Theory.” He also de-
scribes how the Frankfurt School functioned under-
ground in America for three decades, while quietly
underminingAmerican culture.

Finally, Clark explains how and why WWI was
used to set the stage for all of the wars and conflicts
that have persisted until today, and which now are being
used by the bankers for eradicating American free-
doms. And much, much more . . .

The price for this 761-page tome is $39.95 in hard-
back and $29.95 in softcover. Add $5 shipping inside
the U.S. Add $15 shipping outside the U.S.

Order from: www.morveninstituteoffreedom.com
You may also call (907) 376-0122 or you can use

the form below to order. Send payment to: Morven
House Publishing Inc., P.O. Box 212383, Dept.AFP26,
Anchorage, AK 99521. (Make checks and money or-
ders payable to “Morven House.”)

� Send me ____ hardback copies of Son of Liberty:
No Apology!@ $39.95 each plus $5 S&H each.
� Send me ____ softcover copies of Son of Liberty:
No Apology!@ $29.95 each plus $5 S&H each.

(Outside U.S. add $11 per book S&H.)

I ENCLOSE: $ _______

NAME _________________________________________________

ADDRESS _____________________________________________

CITY/STATE/ZIP _________________________________________

Clip and mail form to Morven House Publishing Inc., P.O. Box 212383,
Dept. AFP26, Anchorage, AK 99521. Make checks to “Morven House.”
You may also call 907-376-0122 to charge. To order online, visit our
new website: www.morveninstituteoffreedom.com

Son of Liberty ORDERING FORM
�

ADVERTISEMENT

Man falls to his death on 9-11-2001.
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__________________________________________________________________________

Books et cetera
__________________________________________________________________________

BASIC CHRISTIANITY VS. BASIC CULTS (EBOOK)
Download and read BEFORE you buy. go to:

www.frontiernet.net/~mrh
__________________________________________________________________________

MINDSCAPE BOOKSHOP—cutting-edge books &
DVDs. Covert Electronic Mind Control - Psychotronic
Warfare, Brainwashing, Surveillance & Harassment, and
related issues. Riveting, hard-to-find books that have
people burning the midnight oil. DVDs that get better with
each viewing. New releases & Classics in their field.
MindscapeBookshop.com
__________________________________________________________________________

TORTURE—KILLING ME SOFTLY, 2ND EDITION—
Fast-moving new book, released Dec 29, 2010. Available
online now - Get Free Book Download at Mindscape-
Bookshop.com
__________________________________________________________________________

MIDEAST CHESSBOARD by Woody Voinche. This
books covers the coup d’etat, staged by the CIA and
British Intel that brought about the downfall of Mossadeq
and the rise to power of the Shah of Iran; to his final
downfall (with Iranian Air Force General Rabii telling his
Judges “General Huyser threw the Shah out of the coun-
try like a dead mouse.”) the rise and arming of Saddam
Hussein and the part played by western interests; the Is-
lamist group involvement in the 1993 World Trade Center
bombing; the events leading up to 911 and the evidence
suggesting the Intelligence agencies had advanced
knowledge of this event. And Much More.

www.amazon.com
__________________________________________________________________________

THE TALMUD UNMASKED—the real bible of the Jews,
by Fr. I.B. Pranitis. Christ condemned, Christians to be
exploited, etc. Rare. 82 Pages, $5 to Dr Ed Fields, POB
1211 Marietta GA 30061.

CDL REPORT NEWSPAPER 2 SPECIAL ISSUES: THE
KHAZARS by Lt Gen John Glubb - KHAZER INVASION
OF AMERICA by Don Bell - THREE KINGS AND THE
PROTOCOLS by Gen DelValle - EISENHOWER & THE
JEWS by M Allen -THE TOTAL UNSLAUGHT AGAINST
THE WEST by SED Brown - EICHMANN FACED THE
HATE MONGERS OF HISTORY by CHESTERTON -
Koto Kovo: Arabs Kill Arabs by Eustace Mullins - Why We
Can’t Win Rigged Elections by Admiral Crommelin -
Straight From Jewish Sources by Former Director of
British Intelligence Admiral Domville - Issues 322 & 323
of the CDL Report. Plus of back issues. $5 to cover S/H
from: CDL Report, Box 9166, Mandeville LA 70470.

__________________________________________________________________________

THE DISPOSSESSED MAJORITY Very Limited Quan-
tity! The Dispossessed Majority written under the pseu-
donym of Wilmot Robertson. Humphrey Ireland actually
wrote this classic. It tells us what to expect from America
now that its former white majority is disappearing Pro-
found and insightful. TBR purchased Ireland’s last copies
and can sell them only while supplies last. #586, hard-
cover, 616 pages. $30 plus $5 S&H. Order from THE
BARNES REVIEW Revisionist history magazine, POB
15877, Washington DC 20003. Call TBR toll free at
877/773-9077 to charge.
__________________________________________________________________________

SIEGRUNEN is the quarterly magazine published by
Richard Landwehr for 30 years. Exclusive history about
the Waffen SS, the 1-million man European army that
fought the Soviets. POB 6718, Brookings OR 97415.
__________________________________________________________________________

THE OCCIDENTAL QUARTERLY is a great magazine
for intelligent white people who reject political correct-
ness. Summer issue features Prof Kevin MacDonald,
“Why Are Professors Liberals?” $10. The Occidental
Press, POB 8127, Atlanta GA 31106.
__________________________________________________________________________

WHATWOULD HITLER DO—About the Fed?About the
national debt? About Wall Street bailouts? About mort-
gage foreclosures? About healthcare? About college tu-
ition? About all the other pressing economic and social
issues we face? Find out by ordering your copy of THE
GOOD SOCIETY, the unique booklet in which Matt Koehl
show how things were done when Hitler was in charge.
Illustrated. $10. New Order, POB 270486, Milwaukee WI
53227.
__________________________________________________________________________

ASIMPLE INTRO TO CHRISTIAN IDENTITY. By Pastor
Thomas Robb. DVD or CD FREE with any size contribu-
tion. POB 354, Bergman AR 72615.
__________________________________________________________________________

WEREWOLVES OF THE SWASTIKA by A.V. Schaerf-
fenberg is the most radical approach to the status quo in
print. 120 pages, $14. PzG Inc. POB 3972, Rapid City
SD 57709-3972. pzg@sprynet.com
__________________________________________________________________________

THE FIRST FREEDOM newspaper is one of America’s
last uncensored media voices. Guaranteed to live up to
its name. $25 for 1 year or 2 silver dollars. POB 385, Sil-
verhill AL 36576.
__________________________________________________________________________

BUY A PIECE OF HISTORY Abraham Lincoln’s Negro
Policy. Mail $5 to American Colonization Society Charity
(First est in 1817) 36 Tamarack Ave, #242, Danbury CT
06811.
__________________________________________________________________________

Business Opportunities
__________________________________________________________________________

REAL ESTATEAGENTS NEEDED. Huge income poten-
tial. Build a National Team! GLOBAL REALTY MARKET-
ING. 888/392-5600

__________________________________________________________________________

Health
__________________________________________________________________________

HERPES-NOMORE-GUARANTEED. Call 800/605-9001
or visit us online: www.herpescoldsorekiller.com
__________________________________________________________________________

FREE CONSUMER INFORMATION ON RIFE GENER-
ATORS. The Good, The Bad and the Ugly. Read before
making a purchase. Video on the history of Royal Rife
$2. Call 828/862-4311 or write Systems Unlimited, 36
Gladiola Drive, Pisgah Forest NC 28768.
__________________________________________________________________________

BLACK SALVE TABLETS: Made from same herbs as
black salve. Great for internal problems and most
viruses. Write for free order sheet w/SASE to Herbal
Plus, POB 345, Dayton NV 89403.
__________________________________________________________________________

IMPROVED PARASITE ZAPPER $45 as in Dr Clark’s
CURE FORALL DISEASES book; $25 BLACK (Cancer)
SALVE $30; Salve book $42; Colloidal Silver Generator
$60; Extra Silver $25; CSG Book $21. S/H $10. FREE
Catalog. 412/262-2741 Jeff Telesca, 283 Moon-clinton
#1-1 Moon Twp PA 15108.

__________________________________________________________________________

FREE HERBAL INFO. “ORIGINAL BLACK SALVE IM-
PROVED”ALSO IN TABLET FORM. Send SASE to
Virxcan Inc., 3495 Lakeside Dr, Ste #87, Reno NV 89509.
__________________________________________________________________________

WWW.GETALIFE.FREELIFE.COM
__________________________________________________________________________

IRS & Taxes
__________________________________________________________________________

IRS LOSES CASE—A loss so devastating, that a Fed-
eral judge said, “If everyone did what this person did, it
would be the end of this government!” and he didn’t even
use a lawyer. He proved that he is not a taxpayer as de-
fined by the Code. You can do the same. All evidence is
provided. If you are not a taxpayer, the IRS code does
not apply. Stop employers from being unlawful withhold-
ing agents. Stop Liens and Levy’s. One call does it all
401/226-5961.
__________________________________________________________________________

1-800-BEAT-IRS Free brochures. Attorney, author of the
former Spotlight column. Certified specialist in tax & crim-
inal law. The MacPherson Group, Phoenix. Visit our web
site @www.beatirs.com
__________________________________________________________________________

Media
_________________________________________________________________________

_WWW.THEREALPUBLICRADIO.NET
WWW.FREEAMERICARADIO.COM

__________________________________________________________________________

Political
__________________________________________________________________________

SUPREMEWHITEALLIANCE: Defend our race and cul-
ture! If you have what it takes or would support us visit
www.SWA43.com

__________________________________________________________________________

Religion
__________________________________________________________________________

IS YOUR FAITH STRONG ENOUGH TO MAKE THE
RIGHT CHOICE? Jesus Christ said to put your trust and
faith in the Kingdom (government) of God. (Matthew
6:33) Many people put their trust and faith in the govern-
ments of the world. (Isaiah 31:1) . Bible Research, POB
9813, Colorado Springs CO 80932-0813. info@bible-re-
search.org or www.bible-research.org or 719/573-4055.
__________________________________________________________________________

FEAST OF TABERNACLES British Israelite Back-
ground, All Nations, Kindreds and Tongues welcome
whosoever will, October 13th thru 22nd.
www.campparadisestream.com More information contact
Yahweh’sNewportAssembly.com 717/319-3997.
__________________________________________________________________________

JOIN GIDEON’S ELITE, PREPARE FOR KINGDOM
SERVICE! Hear Pastor Peter J. Peters daily on WTWW
shortwave radio. For a FREE newsletter with complete
broadcast schedule: Scriptures For America, POB 766,
LaPorte CO 80535. 24 hrs daily internet streaming @
www.scripturesforamerica.org
__________________________________________________________________________

YOU DON’T KNOW ANYTHING UNTIL YOU KNOW
THE WAYS OF GOD!! Learn who you are, where you
are from, why you are here and where you are going.
Learn who the enemies of our God and our race are. The
key to understanding your Bible and all history, past,
present, and future, is the Israel Identity truth that is
sweeping the entire patriotic movement. For a FREE doc-
trinal Statement of Beliefs defining this amazing truth,
plus Christian Identity book & tape lists: Kingdom Identity
Ministries, POB 1021, Harrison ARK 72602.
http://www.kingidentity.com
__________________________________________________________________________

TEMPLES OF GOD & HEALTH: GOD, POSITIVE
THINKING, health food, religious-racial-cultural national-
ism, with a balance of religious and secular references.
free poster-style book @ www.templesofgod.net
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Call 301-729-2700!

MOVING SOON?
Call AFP at 202-544-5977.
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REPUBLIC
BROADCASTING

NETWORK:
The most provocative shows on
the Internet. Featuring AFP’s Mark
Anderson at 8 pm CST weeknights

Plus an impressive collection of outspoken
radio hosts including Pat Shannan, Carolyn

Yeager, John Stadtmiller, Rick Adams, Hesham
Tillawi, Jack McLamb and others!

LISTEN AT:
REPUBLICBROADCASTING.ORG

This could be your ad!
Call 301-729-2700 today.



By Keith Hansen

I
nsummer 2003, a Canadian professor of mathe-
matics released Operation Pearl, in which he of-
fered a possible scenario for what really happened
in the skies and on the ground on Sept. 11, 2001.
Now a professor emeritus at the University of

Western Ontario, A.K. Dewdney continued his research
into the events of 9-11 and will soon be releasing an up-
dated revision to Operation Pearl.
“It’s gone through a few versions,” Dewdney told

AFP. “Initially, it was called Ghost Riders in the Sky be-
cause I saw electronic hijackings as being a possibility.
But when I realized that at the Pentagon no bodies or air-
line seats or luggage or anything else pertaining to a large
commercial airliner were found, I figured that probably
no plane ever hit. So there went ‘Ghost Riders’ out the
window.
“Later, I happened to be reading the PNAC [Project

for a New American Century] document where they
called for a new Pearl Harbor.”
It was stated in PNAC’s white paperRebuildingAmer-

ica’s Defenses that the process of transformingAmerica
would likely “be a long one, absent a catastrophic and
catalyzing event—like a new Pearl Harbor.”
“That’s when I decided to call itOperation Pearl as a

way of finding a feasible alternative scenario,” said
Dewdney. “That doesn’t mean it has to be correct; it’s
merely intended to show how it was possible for an alter-
native scenario to exist.”
Dewdney offers the prospect that targeted airliners

were isolated from communication with the ground or
other aircraft. Then, onboard law enforcement, presum-

ably sky marshals, could have discreetly alerted the crew
that a terrorist situation was likely to occur and that pilots
were to follow a protocol requiring they change radio
frequency, shut off their transponder and follow instruc-
tions for an emergency landing at another airport, in this
case, possibly Harrisburg International.
The frequency change would have kept crewmembers

unaware of what was happening with other commercial
aircraft that were following similar emergency takedown

directions in response to their supposed skyjackings.
Shutting off the transponder would have allowed another
commercial-like aircraft, a remotely operated drone, to
take its place on radar screens.
In Operation Pearl, Dewdney also refers to Don Ja-

cobs’s The Military Drills on 9-11: Bizarre Coincidence
or Something Else? in which the author chronicles how
many military exercises were being conducted on 9-11.
“Jacobs mentioned that war games are expensive and

rarely scheduled. It really is a remarkable coincidence
that at least 17 of these war games were being conducted
on 9-11.”
Dewdney also went to great lengths demonstrating

that cell phone calls from the airplanes were impossible
to make under those conditions. It should be noted that
Elizabeth Glick, wife of Jeremy Glick, a supposed pas-
senger on UnitedAirlines Flight 93, was interviewed for
a Sept. 12 story in The NewYork Times about cell phone
conversations with her husband while the plane was at
35,000 feet.
However, in the Sept. 2004 issue of Reader’s Digest,

in an article entitled “Flight 93:WhatWe Never Knew,”
Mrs. Glick stated she talked to her husband not on a cell
phone but a seatback “airfone.”
Why the change in story three years later? Dewdney

suggests that voice mimicry was a way in which conver-
sations could have been conducted between passengers
and crewmembers supposedly in the air and their friends
and relatives on the ground.
Dewdney’s continued research can be followed at:

http://physics911.net. �
——

Keith Hansen is a veteran journalist and radio talk show host. His website can be
found at beyondthegrassyknoll.com.
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Why SoManyWar Games Planned for Sept. 11?

9/11:
THE MYTH AND THE REALITY DVD
By Prof. David Ray Griffin

T
his amazing, all-encompassing double-DVD
production brings together an account of the 9-
11 tragedy that is far more logical than the one
we’ve been asked to believe. Gathering stories

from the mainstream press, reports from other coun-
tries, the work of various 9-11 researchers, and the con-
tradictory words of U.S. government officials, Dr. David
Ray Griffin presents a case that leaves no doubt the
events of Sept. 11, 2001, need further investigation. Dis-
turbing facts emerge that put into serious question the
official 9-11 fairy tale and reveal an enormous decep-
tion. Packed with bonus features, expert analysis, in-
depth commentary and unforgettable conclusions
about this tragic event in history, 9/11: The Myth & The
Reality is the best video package on the subject. Two
bonus films included on the TWO DVDs. Special features, over 3.5 hours, #MRDVD,
$30. Order fromAFP, 645 Pennsylvania Avenue SE, #100,Washington, D.C. 20003. Add
$3 S&H for one copy. Call 1-888-699-NEWS toll free to charge.

Alexander K. Dewdney, Ph.D., professor emeritus, com-
puter science, University of Western Ontario, is the author
of Operation Pearl.

TWO DVD SET
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Just Follow the
Money & You’ll
Figure It Out

The following is an excerpt from the first
commentary on the Sept. 11 attacks pub-
lished by AFP, in the edition mailed on
Sept. 14, 2001. In it, AFP advises Americans
to follow the money to get to the real culprits
of 9-11. It was issue #6 for 2001.

By W.A. Carto

T
here is no better method to find a criminal
than cui bono, the ancient Roman legal prin-
ciple, meaning “Who benefits?”This princi-
ple is as important to the problem of

discovering the criminals behind the day of terrorism,
Sept. 11, as it is in a simple murder case.
If the deed was the responsibility of any Arab or

Muslim group, then the motive was pure hatred of the
United States. And why do they hate us so? Any one
should know the answer to that question; it is because
of the totally one-sided policy of this nation in regard
to the conflict between the artificial nation of Israel—
anAmerican creation—and its neighbors.
But if there is a more pragmatic motive for the hor-

rible crime—for example, to induce even stronger
support of Israel, even more money for that pampered
nation, even more military support—then the whole
picture abruptly changes.
The pet culprit of the mass media is a little charac-

ter hiding out in a cave somewhere in Afghanistan—
Osama bin Laden. This man—according to the
media—is so powerful, wealthy, well-connected and
smart that he was able to bring together hundreds of
skilled technicians and faultlessly execute one of the
most devastating military strikes of all time, and to do
it without being detected in advance by any of this na-
tion’s intelligence agencies or theMossad—the Israeli
intelligence and action arm that is known to have its
spies infiltrated into every anti-Israel group in the
world.
Former FBI agent Ted Gunderson told AFP:

“There is no way that our U.S. intelligence did not
know about this strike in advance. To skyjack four or
five planes at the same time and have each gang of
skyjackers operating precisely on schedule and with
coordinated instructions would take 70 to 100 people
involved at the least. Our intelligence and theMossad
would have to know about this in advance.” �

——

[Editor’s Note addedAug. 24, 2011: The strike
against America 10 years ago has cost and is still
costing American taxpayers multiple billions in
our so-called “War on Terror,” which is so prof-
itable for industries, bankers, the news media and
the military.—Ed.]

By Dave Gahary

W
ho, other than the CIA, could have cre-
ated the myth of Osama bin Laden? A
primary candidate is former FBI special
agent in charge of counterterrorism John

O’Neill. Many 9-11 researchers know O’Neill as an
iconic hero who died on his first morning of work at the
World Trade Center (WTC) towers, where he was em-
ployed as head of security. He took this position after
being fired from the FBI for, presumably, getting too
close to unraveling the trail of bin Laden and his future
al Qaeda “skyjackers” whowould carry out the 9-11 at-
tacks.
But did O’Neill actually die on Sept. 11?According

to Allan Weisbecker, an author of three books and
founding writer for theMiamiVice television show, the
G-man may still be alive.
In an exclusive Aug. 19 interview with AFP, Weis-

becker voiced his suspicions: “The plotters needed
somebody at the WTC in charge of security that they
could trust.”
CouldO’Neill have been an insider who became part

of the false-flag operation?
Weisbecker continued: “O’Neill acted as the right-

hand man of Larry Silverstein and a top U.S. official,
Jerome Hauer. In this capacity, O’Neill served as their
man on the ground that ran the show and ensured that
nobody could sabotage their well-laid plans.”
The fable goes that O’Neill began his position at the

WTC on the morning of Sept. 11. However, according
to Weisbecker’s extensive research, O’Neill actually
began onAug. 23.The significance of this, according to
Weisbecker, is that they needed him in place to prevent
others not involved in the plot from discovering the tow-
ers were scheduled for demolition.
Weisbecker told AFP: “Hauer and O’Neill were so

close that they were drinking buddies. They even dined
together the night before 9-11.”
Hauer, accused by some of being a Zionist operative,

was vital in this charade because he directed the Office
of EmergencyManagement underMayor RudolphGiu-
liani from 1996 to 2000. Hauer was also amanaging di-
rector of Kroll Associates, which was instrumental in
providing security for theWTC complex. More impor-
tantly to the 9-11mythmakers, it was Hauer who, on the
morning of the attacks, planted some of the most im-
portant disinformation during his appearances with Dan
Rather andABC’s Peter Jennings. Hauer was one of the
first to identify bin Laden as the mastermind. He also
went on record early, saying he knew that each collapsed
tower had fallen due to fire compromising their struc-
tural integrity.
After establishing the connection to Hauer, Weis-

becker then shows how O’Neill was also familiar with
government black operations.
Weisbecker stated: “O’Neill actively participated in

covering up the truth of a terrorism investigation involv-
ing hundreds of Americans on TWA Flight 800. That’s
where he cut his teeth. If he did it before, he could do it
again.”
So, what was the flamboyant O’Neill, who, it seems,

had a number of longtime girlfriends (plus a wife he
had never divorced), doing on 9-11 when the whole
world was being turned on its head? Rather than evac-
uating the towers and saving as many lives as possible,
O’Neill made six personal phone calls, including some
to his purported lovers.
To finalize the myth of O’Neill, none other than

Hauer ostensibly identified O’Neill’s remains a week
after the attacks.
But is it plausible that O’Neill is actually alive?

WhenWeisbecker spoke with FBI agent Mark Rossini
in 2007, Rossini told him, “Yeah, John is a great guy.”
Immediately,Weisbecker reacted to his use of the pres-
ent tense: “The hairs on my neck were on end, my
mind racing. Rossini had lost his cool. He was fast-
talking me and stuttering. It was clear he was trying
to distract me.”
Why would everyone want O’Neill to appear dead?

The answer is simple: By killing off the FBI’s alleged
premier bin Laden-hunter, O’Neill would never have to
testify at congressional hearings or before the 9-11 com-
mission.All his knowledgewould conveniently be taken
to the grave. �

——
Dave Gahary, a former member of the U.S. Navy, is the host of AFP’s “Under-

ground Interview” series. See www.americanfreepress.net for more.

The John O’Neill Legend:
Is 9-11 Martyr Still Alive?

JOHN O’NEILL
Is 9-11 hero/martyr still alive?
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HOLD THE BOMBS
I just watched Pat Buchanan speak about

what happened in NewYork City, and what we
should do about it.As usual I agree with every-
thing Buchanan said. Our government is em-
barking on a world war. This is crazy. Revenge
for what they did yes, no question. But bomb-
ing this country or that country is wrong.
Originally, I became interested in your

newspaper when Mr. Buchanan was running
for president.Your newspaper was the only one
that had any information on his campaign. All
others were negative. I wish Buchanan was in
the White House now. For I feel we are going
down the wrong road, which will cost us in dol-
lars andAmerican lives.

A. SISTO
Massachusetts

CUI BONO?
In your Sept. 24, 2001 edition, Willis

Carto’s front-page article on the terrorist at-
tacks in New York and Washington makes a
good point in asking “cui bono,” or who bene-
fits? However, the speculation that Ariel
Sharon and/or the state of Israel have complic-
ity in this heinous act, without real evidence,
is merely aspersion casting. If there is real ev-

idence of such complicity—bring it out, other-
wise personal opinion, no matter how well
founded, is best kept to oneself.

WILLIAM BELH
Pilesgrove, New Jersey

(The editorial mentioned above is re-
printed on page 22.—Ed.)

WRONG PLACE
President Bush, back in the White House

after a brief trip to Florida, said: “I and my ad-
ministration are going to rid the world of evil
and terrorism.” If Bush plans to attack theArab
countries withAmerica’s weapons of mass de-
struction to rid the world of evil, he is looking
in the wrong place.

JAMES BOSTON
AddressWithheld

PREVENTING TERRORISM
Several years ago it was suggested that an

armed sky marshal fly on each of the long dis-
tance air flights to apprehend any perpetrators
who attempted to skyjack the aircraft. The idea
was soon rejected because it was claimed that
it would be dangerous to have armed security
riding the plane. Now, billions of dollars and

thousands of lives later, it is probably true that
one sky marshal armed with a .38 handgun
could easily have overcome five unarmed sky-
jackers and prevented the horrendous catastro-
phes that have taken place in New York City
andWashington, D.C.

FRANKTOMAN
NewYork

LOOK HERE FIRST
Those who would strike an “enemy” in a

desert on the other side of the Earth should
look underneath their bed first.

HARRY S. MONESSON
New Jersey

WHO’S BEHIND THE ATTACKS?
The United States should refrain from

doing anything irrational.A true believer in the
Koran is forbidden from committing suicide.
Muslims believe, as do Christians, that there is
God, Heaven and Hell. Once again, we find
ourselves facing a fanatical endeavor for global
domination—but it’s not being orchestrated by
any of the groups identified in the media. Zion-
ists are surely involved in this latest attack. If
their agitation would stop completely, the
whole world could be at peace.

JAYANDERSON
NewMexico

HOLD THE FINGER POINTING
We shouldn’t be so quick to point a finger

at so-called “radical Islamic groups.” Readers
should know that other groups and intelligence
agencies can easily carry out a violent attack
and cover their tracks using the mainstream
media to broadcast disinformation. Most

Americans are too easily duped to figure it out.
However, I should expect better from the pa-
triot community, who, time and time again, has
been demonized in the mainstream press.

BILL BOSLEY
NewYork

REAL TERROR TO COME
The horrific terrorist acts perpetrated

against innocent Americans were a terrible
tragedy. But watch closely America—the real
terror is yet to come. In a frenzied assault,
overzealous legislators and tyrannical federal
officials are quickly creating so-called anti-ter-
rorist proclamations that have the effect of elim-
inating Americans’ hard-fought constitutional
rights. To paraphrase our Founding Fathers: Be
ever vigilant, a populace willing to give up lib-
erty for a little security deserves neither.

BOB EUSTACE
California

TERRIBLE TRAGEDY
My heart goes out to all those who perished

and are suffering as a result of this terrible ter-
rorist act. It truly is a sad day in U.S. history.
Every American should pray for an end to the
bloodshed. And the best way is for the U.S.
government to stop meddling in world affairs.
America should take care of its needs first, the
rest of the world can work itself out.

SALLY STRUTMAN
California

AFP Readers React to Sept. 11, 2001 Terror Attacks
AFP began publication with the issue datedAug. 20, 2001. Just a few weeks after we

began publishing, the attacks of Sept. 11, 2001 occurred.As a matter of fact, we could see
the smoke rising from the Pentagon as we looked out of the back balcony of our office at
1433 PennsylvaniaAvenue inWashington.What follows are letters fromAFP subscribers
in the issues published in the weeks after the attack.As we looked back at them we were
struck by just how smart our readers are. Many urged restraint and predicted an ex-
panded police state and a global “war on terror” against theMuslim world. How right you
all were. Most of your predictions came true and your advice is still sound today—Ed.

Letters

Your thoughtful letters and comments are welcome.Write: Let-
ters Editor, AFP, 645 Pennsylvania Avenue SE, #100, Washing-
ton, D.C. 20003. Email afpeditor@americanfreepress.net.

By Victor Thorn

O
nNov. 5, 2001—less than two months after
the 9-11 attacks—deputies from theApache
County Sheriff’s Department shot William
Cooper dead in the driveway of his Arizona

home. Did these lawmen actually murder Cooper due to
his ongoing exposure of the 9-11 deception?
In a June 28, 2001 radio broadcast, Cooper warned:

“Be prepared for a major attack. But it won’t be Osama
bin Laden. It will be those behind the NewWorld Order.”
At that time, most people had never even heard of bin

Laden. Cooper pushed this angle further, saying that a
CNN television crew had just interviewed bin Laden in
an Afghan cave. Cooper said that within the next three
weeks bin Laden would be blamed for a major attack.
Although Cooper missed the target date by six weeks,

he still identified on June 28, 2001 who the fall guy
would be.
“Whatever is going to happen, they’re going to blame

it on Osama bin Laden; but don’t you believe it,” he said.
On the morning of 9-11, Cooper told his listeners, “Is

there anybody out there who really believes that those
airplanes crashing into the upper quarter of the twoWTC
towers caused both of those buildings to collapse?”
He continued: “What happened in the WTC towers

today is exactly what happened at Oklahoma City. It was-
n’t a truck parked out front on the street that brought that
building down.You can’t bring down a building like that
by flying a plane into it or blowing up a truck full of fer-
tilizer.You need charges placed upon the main structural
members of the building.”
Cooper was so far ahead of the game on 9-11 that it’s

scary. “The CIA created Osama bin Laden, and the Bush
family has been doing business with his family for many
years,” he said. “That’s a fact. They have intertwining in-
vestments in their business dealings.”
Returning to the controlled demolitions, Cooper ex-

plained on the morning of Sept. 11: “Talk to some archi-
tects who build skyscrapers. Part of their design is the
knowledge that airplanes sometimes crash into them, and
they must be designed to withstand a crash.”
Finally, on Sept. 15, Cooper penned an article enti-

tled Who Benefits that began: “Who benefits from the

World Trade Center and Pentagon terrorist attacks? I
can tell you that no Arab nation benefits. I can tell you
that no Muslim benefits. So why would any of them
mount an attack that even the most stupid fanatic in the
world would understand to be the instrument of the ab-
solute condemnation and alienation of his cause by all
humanity?”
Following this insightful analysis, Cooper then iden-

tified the true masterminds behind this tragedy.
“So, who benefits?” he asked. “The answer is obvi-

ously very disturbing. Everyone in the oil business will
benefit, especially the Bush family and their business
partners. Everyone in the military-industrial complex
will benefit. The UNwill benefit. The state of Israel will
benefit big time. Tyranny in the name of security will
benefit and rule over the American people.”
William Cooper was, in the eyes of many of us, the

man who rightfully deserves the title “grandfather of the
9-11 truth movement.” (Those who falsely try to appro-
priate that title for themselves should be viewed with
some healthy skepticism.) Cooper was the real deal—
and he paid for speaking the truth with his life. �

Did Researcher William Cooper Pay With His Life?
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